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Are there any public improvements?
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Callout
Are there any public improvements?
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Architect

Ryan Howser
Cloud+
What is CST Metro? Property assessor's page lists Gibbs, William Malone Trust, and Diamond Shamrock Refining as the property owners. Title work was only provided for Gibbs parcels.
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BoCC Replat
For Replats requiring BoCC action:This plat for (name of subdivision or plat) was approved for filing by the El Paso County, Colorado Board of County Commissioners on the _________ day of ______, 20__, subject to any notes specified hereon and any conditions included in the resolution of approval.  The dedications of land to the public (streets, tracts, easements:  list those applicable) are accepted, but the public improvements thereon will not become the maintenance responsibility of El Paso County until preliminary acceptance of the public improvements in accordance with the requirements of the Land Development Code and Engineering Criteria Manual, and the Subdivision Improvements Agreement.Previous plat name in entirety is vacated and amended for the areas described by this replat  subject to all covenants, conditions, and restrictions recorded against and appurtenant to the original plat recorded in the Office of the El Paso County Clerk and Recorder, Reception # ___________________.__________________________________________________________ Chair, Board of County Commissioners                               Date  
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Cloud+
Delete this

Ryan Howser
Text Box
Please fill in the template text with the name of the plat, etc. If there are no public improvements to be dedicated, remove those statements.
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Callout
Include a signature line for Planning and Community Development Director under the BoCC
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Cloud+
Please correct acreage discrepancies
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Cloud+
Update and put in applicable lots and report details from  GEOTECH report. i.e hydro compaction, groundwater etc. 
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Update and put in applicable lots and report details 
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Text Box
These two notes need to be correlated against the GEOTECH report. Reply with comment if they dont apply
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Text Box
This entire page can be removed from this plat.
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Cloud+
This area was not planned or depicted to be vacated in V1 Replat Map Drawing. It cant be vacated due a public Road.  Please reflect the proposed Swingline road ROW and road design plan.   
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Cloud+
Show the Swingline Rd extension and how it intersects Eastern Ave ROW. Show for both as platted and replatted 
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Cloud+
This area was not planned or depicted to be vacated in the V1 replat drawingThe County will likely deed this ROW over to the City of Colorado Springs for future Meridian Road expansion. The County does not support vacation of this area for this replat 
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Text Box
Please see V1 Replat drawing for comparison 
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Text Box
Please note that the change between V1 and V2 plat drawing and the areas to be vacated will have impacted the CDs, GEC and other document and calculations due to the change in the included land area. This will require that all sheets are checked to ensure consistency and corrected and needed. This will effect both Lot #1 dues to 8th Street and Lot #2 due to 8th Street and Eastern St. 
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Text Box
If you are not proposing to vacate the public ROW, this may qualify for an administrative replat. Otherwise, the BoCC will need to authorize the vacation of public ROW.
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Cloud+
The appropriate sight distance triangles shall be designated and dimensioned. Sight distance triangles shall be shown at the intersection of all roads and at the intersection of all private drives/access points with public roads.
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Cloud+
Acreage changed from V1 replat drawing 3.23ac. See comment on previous page. 
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Callout
Provide drainage easement across Lot 2
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Callout
Show the 8th and Eastern ROWs (not being vacated)
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Text Box
Please note that the change between V1 and V2 plat drawing and the areas to be vacated will have impacted the CDs, GEC and other document and calculations due to the change in the included land area. This will require that all sheets are checked to ensure consistency and corrected and needed. This will effect both Lot #1 dues to 8th Street and Lot #2 due to 8th Street and Eastern St. 
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Text Box
You will need to provide a name for this road.
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Text Box
Add notes reading "not a part of this subdivision"
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